CCER SERIES
CRITICALLY CONSCIOUS EDUCATORS RISING

The goal is to convene like-minded educators who are committed to equity and justice in education for racially, culturally and linguistically diverse students while building a community of critically conscious educators who will turnkey information within their individual spheres of influence.

CCER series objectives:

a) Expand individual and collective critical consciousness;

b) Engage in a deep analysis of equity research; and

c) Develop/deepen an equity/racially just lens when crafting culturally responsive lessons/units.

During the 2017-2018 school year CSS will offer the CCER Series to 9 cohorts (of 40 teachers each) in New York City and will draw eligible participants from diverse geographic regions within the city.

Participating educators must attend one full day session followed by 7 monthly sessions throughout the year at NYU from 5-8PM.

Participants can select which one day session they can attend in their application (note: participation is capped each day so registering early ensures a spot on the date of your choice).

More information can be found on the NYU Metro Center website here: http://steinhardt.nyu.edu/metrocenter/

All questions should be directed to:

Natalie Zwerger
Director, Center for Strategic Solutions nz11@nyu.edu

Click HERE to Apply!
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